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                                                                         Concur Expense & Travel Cost Object Approvers – 
Training Document 

 
 
 
What is a Cost Object Approver (COA)? 

 
The COA is the authorized Banner approver for the index. In some instances, we will accommodate 
situations where the COA is not the authorized approver but has an understanding of the budget and is 
delegated the responsibility to approve charges to the index. 

 
Why do we have COA’s? 

 
To ensure that proper approvals are received for expenses and that organizations are aware of charges to 
their budgets. 

 
Understanding the email notifications as a COA: 

 
Email notifications do not show the total report or request amount; approvers must log in to Concur to see 
the amount needing their approval. Owners of multiple indexes charged on the same report or request will 
get an email for each index charge that needs their approval. In the event there are no reports or requests 
to approve in your queue after receiving the email notification, it is likely that the allocation for the 
report/request was changed and no longer requires your approval, or the report/request was recalled or 
sent back to the employee. 
(Note: If you are in the habit of checking Concur regularly, notifications can be turned off in your profile) 
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Understanding report details as a COA: 
 

Once in your Approval queue, there is an icon that indicates Cost Object Approval is required next to the 
report or request that requires your Cost Object Approval.  
 

 
 
Once in the report or request, the charge you are approving appears as the Cost Object Approved Amount. 
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To view allocation details, you have two options. Option 1 is to go into Print / Email then Ferris Detailed 
Report – Enhanced Data and view the Allocation Summary.  
 

 
 
 

 
 
Option 2 is to go into Details then Allocations. COA’s should only see expense lines where all or part of the 
charge is allocated to an index you are the approver for.  
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Available options at COA step: 
 

If you agree with the charge(s) to your index, you can approve the report/request. If you disagree or don’t 
understand the charge(s) to your index, you have a few different options at the Cost Object Approval step.  

• View expense details including receipts and comments to gain a better understanding of the 
charge(s). 

• Communicate – get in touch with the report/request owner if you still don’t understand or disagree 
with the allocations. Or contact the individual in your area that may have knowledge of the 
charge(s). 

• Reallocate – COA’s can reallocate all or just a portion of their charge(s) to a different index. The 
approval workflow will reroute to the owner of the index being reallocated to. Reallocations remain 
with the report even if it is sent back to employee at a subsequent step. 

• Change expense types – most expense types can be modified at the approval step. 
• Return report/request – as a last resort, the report/request can be sent back to the employee. 

Please be aware that this action starts the approval workflow from the beginning. 
• Add approvers – COA’s also have the option of adding approvers to the workflow by going into 

Details then Approval Flow. 
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• When the COA adds an approver after them (within the COA section of approval workflow), it 
sends just that cost object entry to the added approver. If an approver is added at step other than 
COA or before next step (outside of the COA section), it sends like a regular approver. User-added 
approvers do not remain with report if it is sent back to employee at a subsequent step. 

 

 
 

Miscellaneous Information: 
  

• COA’s are maintained in a database by the Disbursements Office – first at the unit level but can go 
down to the index level if needed. Any changes to COA’s must be done through the Disbursements 
Office. 

• Expense reports with multiple indexes charged will flow to each budget manager (COA) with a 
charge. This can result in a longer approval time. If you are an approver, please check your queue 
regularly.  

• System configured skip steps and time-outs: 
o If the person assigned to the Out of State step or COA step was also the approver for the 

Manager or Completeness Check step, then it would auto-approve. However, if the Out of 
State approver was only in the COA step, then they would be prompted to approve again. 

o Skip steps do not apply to user-added approvers, even if they have already approved or 
are already in the approval flow.  

o The feature that allows a workflow to skip approval steps when an approver is listed more 
than once only applies to when the approver is actually approving, not the delegate. 

o Approvals time out after 10 days and either go to the approver’s default manager or 
directly to the back office (COA only). 


